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Tuo erpenments inl'esligaled charallerlstics of Immediate
recall for brief laclile stimuli appllfd 10 fhe 2~ InterjOlnl
regions of the fingers of both halids (lhumbs excluded) The
obtalned Immediate-memory span I'arled from 35 ro 7,5 stimu
lus posiuons eIHreet after r orrectron [or guessillg, slmJlar to
!flf results In analogous IJlsual studles, Properues (Ir any
hypothe!leal taellle short-term memory were studied by te
qumng subjer rs ro report only a spt'Clfled pernon of the
stimuli presented, and by varYlllg ehe lItlle of oeeurrenee of
ehe marker spcclfymg wlllch portIon of the stimuli to report.
In lhls parlial-reporl condllion, SUbjUlS had more sllmulus
illformatlon al!aJlable al Ihe lime of repMlmg lhan thelr
immedIate memory spuns indieated, prol'lded that the sllmu
lus marker oecurred wilhin O,R sec aflrr stimulus termina
lion, Ihe data suggesl Ihal al leasl for Ihe amounl of lraln
ing employed here, any lactlle short-lrrm memory has mueh
Irss cupacuy lhan an analogous l'lsual shorl-lerm memory.

When visual stimuli, eonsisting of a number of items ,
are briefly shown to an observer, only a limited number
(usually less than six) of the items can be eorreetly
reported. This limit defines the so-ealled span of
attention, apprehension, or immediate memory (see,
e.g., Miller, 1956). However, observersassertthatthey
can see more than they ean report. Several investigators
have used sampling proeedures to cireumvent this
immediate-memory limitation (Sperling, 1960; Aver
bach & Coriell, 1961; Estes & Taylor, 1964). These
experrments have indieated that observers have at least
two or three ttrnes more informationavailable than they
later report. The availability of this information de
cllnes rapidly, so that within one secend after the ex
posure the available information no longer exceeds the
memory span. Sperling (1960) has tentatively identified
this short-term information storage with the perslstence
of visual sensation that gene rally follows any brief, in
tensive visual stimulation.

lf the meehanism for this short-term memory is
part of the peripheral visual apparatus (see, e.g., Massa,
1964) then analogous results would not necessarily be
expected from tactile experiments. The experiments
repo rted he re were aimed at dete rmining whethe r 0 r not,
with brief tactile presentations, there is also more
information available than ean be reported. lf so, the
eharacteristics of the corresponding short-term tactile
memory eould be ascertained from techniques analogous
to those employed in the visual ease. Such characteris
tics are, of course, of considerable relevanee to taetile
language construction for taetile communication.

The first experiment reported h{lre investigates the
span of immediate memory for brief tactile point
stimulations of the interjoint regions of the fingers.

The second and main experiment in additlon employs
a sampling proeedure to investigate the procedures
of short-terrn tactile memory.

EXPERIMENT 1: Immediate Memlry
Many visual information-proeessing experiments

have involved tachistoseopic presentation of geometrieal
patterns such as letters and numbers. In these expert
ments, the information is eontained in the geometrical
shape of the symbols, not in their retinal Iocation.
However, anatomieal location has much greater signlf
leance in taetile displays, aided by the many anatomieal
landmarks , Moreover, taetile spatial Interaction is
much greater than visual, so that normal adultsubjeets
eannot clearly pereeive abrief simultaneous taetUe
presentation of even two spatially separated alphabetie
shapes (Linvill & Bliss, 1966). However, there are at
least several anatomieal loeations that ean be identified
when tactually stimulated slmultaneously. For this
reason, point stimulation of specifie anatomleal Ioea
tions was used in the experiments reported here rather
than prcsentations of geometrie patterns. The subJect's
task was to identify whieh loeations were stlmulated.
This use of anatornical position rather than symbol
shape a s the information bearing element is abasie
difference from the previous visual experiments with
geometrrc patterns,

Method
Apparatus. The experiments were carried out under

eontrol of a CDC 8090 computer system, which was used
to store stimulus patterns and the sequence in which the
pattern~ were to be presented (BUss & Crane, 1964).
This system was designed for use with up to 96 taetUe
or visual stimulators. Only 24 tactile stimulators were
used in these experiments, one for eaehofthe 24 inter
joint regions of the fingers (thumbs exeluded). The
palmar aide of the fingers were suspendedaboutl/8 in.
above the airjet stimulators shown in Fig. 1, whieh
permitted easy adjustment for eaeh subjeet 's hands.
The subject's arms were supported fram wrist to
elbow, permitting the hands to be suspended in this
manner for extended periods without fatigue.

Eaeh jet of air was formed by a 0.031-in. outlet nozzle
under contral of a high-speed electramagnetie valve.
The air pressure pulse, measured 1/8 in. direetly above
the airjet outlet, was about 3 psi, with a rise and fall
time of about a millisecond and an overall pulse width
of about 2.5 msec. A 200-cps pulse repetition rate was
used throughout the experiments, Thus, a11 stimulators
were simultaneously turned on and off 20 times during
the 100-msec. stimulus presentation time. The advan-
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Each response was typed into the control computer
by the experimenter, and after a fixed delay the next
stimulus was automatically presented. The re was no
fixed time within which a subject was forced to respond .
Inittally, verbal feedback was given after each response ,
but inspection of the data and each subject's Intro
spections led to a discontinuance of this after the first
few sesstons, The influence of the feedback on the
subjects I performances seemed negligible, perhaps be
cause of their previous long experience in this situation.

For Subject S the number of stimulators simultane
ously activated was increased by one in each succeed
ing session, from n = 2 to n = 12. The schedule for Subject
K was similar, except that n was increased in steps of
two in each succeeding session from n = 2 to n = 12.
Subject A was initially gtven six stimuli simultaneously,
and after seven sessrons under this condition, n was
increased by one in each succeeding session until n
equaled 12.

in deciding on the numberoftrials per session, either
the total nurnber of simultaneous presentations or the
number of stimulations of each interjoint position could
be kept constant , The former would yield an increasing
numbe r of presentattons per interjoint position per
sesston, while the latter would force the total number
of presentations per session to vary. Since the sub
jeets' task was to identify each of the stimulated post
tions rather than a pattern composed of the stimulated
positions, the number of presentations per postnon per
session was kept constant, namely 22 presentations per
interjoint position per sesston or a total or 22 X 24 =

528 individual point stimuli per seaston, The total
presentations per session for each valueofn was there
fore a s follows:

Number of
Presentotions 264 176 132 104 88 75 66 59 50 49 44
in 0 Session

Fig , 2. Fingl'r labeling for two hands. The leiters outside the
parentheses show thl' Iabelmg used In Experimpnt 1; those mstde

the parentheses show the labpling uSl'd in Experiment 2.

• ••

tages of airjet stimulation for this investtgation were
that relatively uniform stimulation was produced over
nonuniform cutaneous surfaces and that stimulator
spacing could be easily adjusted ,

Training. The subjects were three male college
students in thei r late teens and early twenties. Each
had previously been involved with experiments of this
type involving point tactile stimuli. By the end of these
previous experiments, Subject A was makingfewerthan
2-percent errors with the double stimulation on the
right hand (t.e., two stimulus positions out of a neid
of 12); Subject K had achieved the 2-percent error
rate on both his left and right hands separately; and
::''ubject S, who had previously participated in about
twice as many single and double presentation sessions
as Subjects A and K, was consistentlybelow a 2-percent
error rate for double presentations with both hands
(field of 24). Thus alt three subjects were weB trained
for this task ,

Procedure. Each subject had before him at all times
a visual replica of the letter-to-interjoint assignment.
On any one trial, n stimulation points were randomly
chosen (by the computer) out of the possible 24 inter
joint locations, and the corresponding stimulators were
then activated for 100 msec , in any one sesston the
number of positions simultaneously stimulated, n , was
constant and known by the subject. The subject orally
reported the locations perceived, using the alphabette
Iabets shown in Fig. 2.

\01 SURJ[(T5 '/If:W

(01 TOP v ltW

Fig. I. Apparatus for holding airjet nozzles below the 24 inter
joint regions of the Iingers.
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F rg. :1 lIholp-rpport pertormance curvl's-"stimatpd number 01
srimulus points perce ived r corrected curvcs) as a tunenon 01 Ih('
value 01 n. The diagonal l ine represents perfr-ct pertormance. ThP
unrurrerted curvcs are included to show Ihe ('ffpct 01 correctton
on the raw data.

Thi s procedure kept the binominal variance for the
mean nurnber cor-rect fo r eac-h point of stimulation,
af'tc r correction for guessing, approximately constant
across the different values of n, It allowed the variance
for the mean numbe r correct out of the n points to
Increase as a function of n. Thus, in analyzing numbe r
co r rect per anatomreal position, the data are as stable
for n = 12 as for n = 2; however, when observing total
nurnbe r correct, more confidence may be placed in
the smaller n data ,

why Ws immediate-memory level appeared so high,

and a cursory examination of the data indicated that
he was able to utilize patterns more than Subjects A
or K.

'1"0 test the immediate memory of Subject S further,
an analogous visual experiment was run in which the
stimulus display consisted of a 3-by-8 array of panel s
illuminated by individual incandescent lights. The pro
cedure was the same as with the tactile experiments,
and the number of lights simultaneously activated was
increased each session by two from n = 2 to n = 12.
Figure 3(dl shows these results, after application of
the correction for guessing. Although he was not per
forming quite as weil as in the tactile experiments, a
level of performance of 6 out of 12 positions correctiy
identified was achieved .

In addition, as a preliminary to Experiment 2, Subject
S was tested in a partial-report experiment with tactile
stirnuli , In this experiment, the number of stimulators
simultaneously activated was always equal to 12,
chosen randornly out of the 24 positions possible. From
22 to 300 msec. afte r the termination of this tactile
stimulation, a light was flashed for 400 msec ., either on
the left or on the right. lf on the left, the subject's task
was to report the letters representing the positions
stimulated on the left hand; if on the right, the subject's
task was to make a similar report for the right band.
The number of positions stirnulated on the designated
band was called k, and each value ofk between 1 and 11
occurred on 100/11 percent of the trials. Each hand
was designated on 50 percent of the trials. Sixty-seven
trials were run for each value of marker delay; how
ever , since the effect of marker delay was small, the
data were averaged over marker delay. The results,
corrected for guessing, are shown in Fig. 4.
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Results
Figures 3 (al, (bI, (c) show the tactile results, after

appl ication of the cor-rection for guessing given in the
appendix. The magnitude of this correction Increases
with n, For Subjects A and K, the correction produced
a negligible effect for values of n less than 6, about a
10-percent reduction for n = 6, and about a 40-percent
reduction for n = 12. The correction for Subject S was
gene rally less, being only about 20 percent for n =12.

The curves for Subjects A and K were remarkably
simtla r to those of Sper-ling (1960) for visual stimuli,
showing a span of immediate memory of ahout 4.5
stimulus positions. However, the nurnbe r of positions
correctly reported by Subject S continued to ine rease
with nuntiI he achieved an ave rage of 7.5 positions
correct out of 12 after correction for guessing.

lntrospections hy Subject S suggested that he was
able to recode simple tactrlo patte rns into larger
units (e .g., all three stimuli on one finger representing
om~ "chunk" of information). This would help to explain
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FIC. ~. Partial-report performance. subject S-estlmated number
of stimulus points available as a runenon ot the value of k.

96n=6, both h anc e

0=10, both hands 156

n= 12, both hands 188

n=H, bot h hands 126

rr-:4, both hands 66

Testln~, Partlal-Report

k=1, n,12. 0.1 sec marker de1ay 66

k.=4, n=12, 0.8 sec marker de1ay 66

k=4, "=12, 0.3 sec marker delay 66

k.=t1 , "::12, 2.0 sec marker dclay 66

k=4, n-:12, 0.1 sec marker de I ay 66

k=4, n=12, 0.3 sec marker de Lay 66

k=4, r:::12, 0 sec :narker de l ay 66

k:: 4, rt=12, -0.85 sec marke r de 1ay 66

k=4, "::12, 0.8 sec lIarkel" delay 66

k=4, 1\::12, 2.0 sec .. a r ke r dclay 66

k=2, "~6, 0.3 sec marker de1ay 36 1/2

k=4, 0::12,-0.85 sec ,"arker delay 66

Jt;:4, n,::12, 0 sec marker delay 66

k=2, "::6, _0.85 sec marker delay 36 1/2

k:::2, n~6, 0.1 Sec marker de1ay 36 1/2

k=2, ","6, 0.8 sec marker delay 36 1/2

k=2, 1\:::6, 2.0 sec raar-ke r delay 36 1/2

k:::2, "=6. 0 Set marker de1ay 36 1/2

Test t ng , Whole-RepoTt Yo'1th
Part i a L-Re por t St 111\u11

0=12 66

n=6 36

Table I

THAININL A.~I' n:STING SCHEOOLE, EXPERIIl[NT

EXPERIMENT 2: Short-Term Memory
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to investigate

further the capacity and temporal properties of any
short-term tactile memory. This experiment was de
signed to yield both whole -report and partial-report
data (with various values of marker delay) from several
Identically trained subjects. Several improvements in
the procedure were instituted.

I Nu. 01 ~lll'u us

Pr-c sc n t a t Ions No. 01

Ordc- r ot r ono r t i oo ; Per Cond i t i on Ses!) Ions

Tr.llnillb

0::1, It>U hand 72 1/2

0=2, t c r i h and 360 2-1/2

0::1, rl..:hl h and 72 1/2

0=2, r i g h t h and 360 2-1/2

i
0::2, both b and s 144 I

n=·1, both b and s I 96 I

I
n::6, bo t b t;.i:1ds I IIR 1

I
n::l:i, bo t h h and s 1110 2

n= 10, both halld~ 100 2

I
n=l:! , bot h h ..lIlds 141 J I

I Te s t r ng , Who1C'-Report
iI

I! n=2, both hands I 36 1/4

I
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To estirnate the amount of stimulus information
available from the partial-report data of Fig. 4, the
average percentage of positions correct for each value
of k (after correction for guessing) was multiplied by
12. Since the marker position was randomly chosenand
was presented after the tactile stimulation had term
inated, the average percentage of positions correct
must represent the fraction of the 12 stimulus postttons
available to the observer. The results ofthis calculation
are shown in Fig. 5.

Since for k less than 7 the average number of stim
ulus points available was greater than the numbcr re
ported in the whole-report experiment, the presence
of some sort of short-term tactile memory is Indicated.

1n analogy with related visual experiments, it was
expected that the estimate of the numberavailable would
be independent of k, for k less than the immediate
memory level , However, as shown in Fig. 5, the number
of letters available decreases from greater than 11 to
slightly more than 7, as k is increased from 1 to 7.
This means that a small number of stimuli on one hand,
with a corresponding large number on the other, are
reported correctly a greater percentage of the time than
when the number of positions designated i~ about n/a,
A likely explanation for this is that the subject adopted
the strategy of paylng greater attention to the hand
with fewer stimuli even before the rnarke r appeared
(see Sperling, 1960, pp. 8-10). If this was the case,
va lues of k In the range -1 to 6 would give the best esti
mate of the nurnoer of stimulus postttons available.
This yields a value of about 8.5 stlmulus positions
available compared wlth a whole-report performance
of about 7.5 for this subject.

216 Percepuon & Psychophysics, 1966. Vol. 1



FiC, 6, Whole-report performance
c..v'es-estimated number of stimulus
points naHable as a funcUon ot the
value of n-Experlment 2, Low"r curves

whole-report performance; upper
curves = estimated number of points
avaiJable immediateI)' after termination
of stimulus (partial report. ü-sec.
delayl,
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MefhDd
ApparalllS, The apparatus was the same as that

described in Experiment I, with one modiffcation, In
Experiment 1, only one alrjet nozzle holder was avail
able, making it necessary to readjust the airjet nozzles
each time a subject was run. In this experiment, each
subject had his own airjet nozzle holder, which was
initially adjusted to his hand and never resetunless the
subject requested that a particular jet be readjusted,
This ensured better constancy in the positioning of the
airjets from sesston to sesston.

SllbJeclS Four male college studentsin theirtwenties
were used , Subjects MI' M2, and M3 were normally
sighted; M4 bad been totally blind stnce the age of 14.
None of the subjects bad ever participated in an experi
ment of thi s nature.

Proc cdure. Each subject was tested in two 3D-minute

sesatons per day, with one hour between sesstons. The
trainlng and testing schedule is shown In Table 1.
The number of total presentattons for each vaIue of n
during training was determlned by the apparent diffi
culty of the task for eachvalueofn; more presentanons
were g1ven at the higher values. For whole-report
testing, the number of total presentations for each
value of n was chosen to allow the vartance for the
mean number correct per n-value to remain constant
across all values of n. (Specifically, thenumberof total
presentations was set so that the probabil1ty that the
mean number correet per value of n would exceed the
true mean by more than 0.4 stimulus posttions was.s..
0.1.) For each value of n, the number of presentations
at each interjoint position was equal.

On any whole-report trial, the procedurewas similar
to that described in Experiment I, with certain changes:

PercepUon k Psychophysic8. 1966. Vol. I 217



AVERAGE OF

4 SUBJECTS

12 r----,----,----,-----,--.,----,

Fig. R. Same data as Fig. 6(p) except uncnrrected lor gUI'ssmg.

2 4 6 8 10 12

NUMBER OF POSITIONS STIMULATED In)

lasting 250 msec , Fo r the blind subject, the marke r
was a high (910 PPS), medium (357 pps) , or low (133 pps)
tone, lasting 30, 80, or 240 msec.., respectively. Each
marker position occurred an equal number of times in
each session , Marker position orde r was randorn and
varied from sessron to session.

During purtial-report sessions, the total number of
stimulation points was either 12 (with -1 points in each
row) o r 6 (wrth 2 points in each row) ,
Resulls

Figure 6 shows the results, afte r correction for
guessing, from the whole-report test sessions for all
four subjects , The maxirnum estirnate of the numbe r
of cor rectly pe rccived stimulus positions was between
3 and -1 for al l of the subjects, and this value occurred
for n = 12.

Figure 7 iIlustrutes the response behav io r and the
effeet of the guessing cor rectron , While the data of
Fig. 7 are averaged over subjects for a single session
with n = 12, the result-that the proportion correct
decreased a s the position in the response sequence
increased-was gene rally observed throughout the ex
periment. The guessing correction uses the proporttön
pe rceived in the same sequence position. Then the total
number perceived is determined by summing the es ti

mates of proportion perceived in each sequence position.
The results, averaged over subjects, before co r rection
for guessing, are shown in Fig. 8.

Also shown in Fig. 6 are the results of the partial
report sessions fo r the condttion in which the ma rker
appeared immediately after stimulus termination. These
results are also corrected for guessing, using the
formula given in the appendix with No. 8 und n = k, the
total nurnber of points stimulated in each row (Le ,; 20r
-1). After this correction for guessing, the estimate of
the number of points perceived was multiplied by 3 to
obtain an estimate of the number of stimulus points
available. The maximum estimate of the number of

1210468
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(1) the labeling of the interjoint positions was changed ,
and is shown in Fig. 2; (2) subjects were required to
report the sarne nurnber of response positions as the
stimulus contained and to report in alphabetical order
(this latter restraint was introduced so that all the
subjects would utilize the same reporting strategy);
(3) tactile and visual reinforcement were introduced.
As soon as the experimenter finished typing the re
sponse, the reinforcement was automatically initiated
by the cornputer , Reinforcement consisted of a repeat
of the stimulus, presented both tactually and on a visual
display box. Reinforcement duration ranged from 1-1/6
sec. for n = 1, to 3 sec. for n = 12, increasing linearly by
1/6 sec. whenever n was increased by one , Subject M.l'
who was blind, received only tactile reinforcement,
except for sessions with n = 1, 2, or 4, when, in addition,
the experimenter called out the correct response. The
termination of reinforcement was followed oy a 2-sec.
pause and then the next strrnulus ,

On a partial-report trial, subjects were informed by

a marker as to the row from which thei r response
should come, The eight topmost interjoint positions
(A-H) were considered the top row, positions labeled
I-P the middle row, and Q-X the bottom row, The
marker onset occurred e ithe r 0.85 sec. hefore or 0,
0.1,0.3,0.8, or 2.0 sec. followingstimulus termination.
Fo r the sighted subjects, the marker was one of three
lights (top, m1ddle, or bottom) on the visual display box,

218 Perception &0 Ps.ychophysics. 1966. Vol. 1
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stimulus polnts available also occurred for n = 12 and
was between 4 and 5 for each subject.

Figures 9 and 10 show the partial-report performance,
after correction for guessing, as a function of marker
delay for all four subjects, The curves of Fig. 9 are
for n =6 and k = 2, and thc curves of Fig. 10 are for
n. 12 and k = 4. Also shown, as a bar at the right of each
curve, is the whole-report performance for the subject
on the same stimuli (constrained to k stimulus points
in each row) used for the partial-report sessions. Since
the number of stimulus points in each row was con
strained, these whole-report data were corrected for
guessing by considering the experiment to be three
whole-report experiments, each with N = 8 and n = k,
and by summing the three estimates of the nwnber of
points perceived from the formula given in the appendix.

While there is considerable variability among the sub
jects, the parttal-r-eport curves averaged over subjects
in Figs. 9 and 10 are always above the whole-report
bar, except for the 2-sec. marker delay, in which
the partial-report and whole-report values are approxi
mately equal.

DISCUSSION
The experiments described here employed multiple

tactile stimuli with two kinds of report, whole and
partial. In a whole report the subject names as many
stimulus Iocations as he can, The upper limit on the
numbe r of correctly reported items may be called,
after Miller (1956), the span of immediate memory.
In previously reported studies, this span typically

ranged from 4 to 7 stimulus items (e.g., see Miller,
1956; Sperling, 1960).

Figure 3 indicates an immediate-rnemory span with
tactile stimuli of about 4.5 items for &lbjects A and K.
Howeve r, Subject S reported more than 7 correct
positions out of 12 (alter correction for guessing), and
his performance did not appear 10 be leveling off at
n = 12. Introspections by Subject S suggested that he

was able to recode the stimulus patterns into larger
units, or "chWlks" of Inforrnation, rnuch as in visual
experiments in which enhanced perfo -mance rs obtained
by recoding binary numbers into octal numbers. These
tactile results were unexpectedly high, in view of past
reports of extraordinary interaction (Geldard, 1966)
with two or rnore sirnultaneous stimuli on the fingers.

In spite of the surprisingly good tactile performance
reported here, the reader is cautioned that the effect
of long-term tactile training is not yet known. When
visual data are compared with tactile data, the com
parison is between results from a highly trained modal
ity and those from a generally poorly trained modality.
In early exper-irnents with doublets, for exarnple, wlth
subjects who scored perfectly on singlets, the authors
found very high initial errors (typlcally 30-40 percent)
which, after five to ten training sessions, dropped 10
onlya few percent (BUss et al, 1965).

The accuracy in reporting for subjects in Experiment
2 was considerably lower than for subjects in Experi
ment 1 (p< 0.05), even though the experiments differed
only in procedural factors which were not expected to
hampe r performance. Figure6(e) shows thatthe average
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Immediate-memory span in Experiment 2 was between
3 and 4 stirnulus positions. This average span stze is
also lower than that reported by Sperling (1960), who,
in a somewhat similar task using visual stimulr, found
an average Immediate-memory span of between 4 and 5
stimulus items (see Fig. 6(f), this paper) , Usually the
number of Items to be reported in a partial-report
expertment Is selected to be Iess than the span of
immediate mernory so that an estimate of Items avail
able that does not reflect immediate-rnemory limitations
can be made, While that was the intention in these
experiments, it appears from the results of Experi
ment 2 that the k:4, n> 12 conditions must have taxed
the immediate-memory capacity beyend its limit,
resulting in a low estimate of number of poaitions
available when k:4.

Three explanations can be suggested for the poorer

performance in Experiment 2. First, the introduction
of tactile reinforcement in Experiment 2 (lasting from
1-1/3 to 3 sec.) might have interfered with the subject's
performance by partially masking the next atimulus ,
At least one subject reported that a tingling sensation
in his fingers produced by the reinforcement still re
mained when the next stimulus occurred (2 sec. follow
ing the last reinforcement). To investigate this hypothe
sis, each subject in Experiment 2 participated in one
extra session, which was identical to another sesston
held that day except that the pause between the end of
reinforcement and the next stimulus was increased to
4 sec. If the hypothesis was correct, then the longer
pause would be expected to increase the level of per
formance by increasing the recovery time (see Bliss
et al, 1966a). As shown in Table 2, increased per
formance was found for all subjects, although this
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Table 2. Comparison of perfonnance with two- and four-second

intertrial pause duration

increase is hardly significant for Subject MI'
Secondly, poorer performance in Experiment 2 may

have been due to the fact that the subjects in Experiment
2 were not trained as well as those in Experiment 1.
The average whole-report curve of Experiment 2
(Fig. 6(e» shows slight rises in performance when
the value of n "was 4 or 8, compared to performance
levels for other values of n. The testing schedule
(Table 1) indicates that the last three of the 11 whole
report sessions were with n=4 and n= 8. Thus, despite
the fact that Experiment 2 subjects had 16 training
sessions before whole-report testing, they apparently
continued to improve at the taskduringtesting. Subjects
M2 and M4 particularly show this improvement during
testing.

Finally I it may be that the constrained-report strategy
which the subjects in Experiment 2 had to follow may
have introduced a slight disabling factor . The alpha
betical-order-report strategy may have introducedinto
the experimental paradigm an extra subtask which could
have impaired the subjects ' performance relative to
that in Experiment 1.

As is typically found in parttal-report experiments,
results from the partial-report sessions in both Ex
periments 1 and 2 indicated more information avail
able than could be reported in a whole report. The
magnitude of this difference was not, however, as great
as previous investigators have found in visual studies ,
Sperling (1960), for instance, reports that with visual
stimuli, more than 9 stimulus items out of 12 were
available when the partial-report marker immediately
followed the stimulus termination, compared with 4.5
items out of 12 for the whole report. In Experiments 1
and 2 of this paper , however, partial report resulted
in an increase of only about one stimulus item out of
12 over the number of items indicated by the whole
report sessions. This result suggests that any hypothet
ical tactile short-term memory has considerably less
capacity than the analogous visual short-term memory.

Adynamie aspect of the responses is illustrated in
Fig. 7. The accuracy ofthe responses decreases rapidly
as each stimulus position is named, If the first four
responses in the whole-report session of Fig. 7 are
used to calculate the number of positions avatlable ,
one would expect this value to agree with the value

Average Number of Stimulus
Positions Available

Twa-Secand Pause Four-Second Pause

M] Whole re port with partiaI-
report stimul i (k=2,n=6) 3.53

M2
Partial report (k=4,n= 12);
2.0-second marker delay 7.54

M3 Partial report (k=4,n= 12);
O.1-second marker delay 8.14

M4 Whole report with partiaI-
report stimuli (k=2,n=6) 3.42

obtained from a partial-report experiment with k=4,
n = 12, and the marker occurring before the stimulus.
The value from Fig. 7 so obtained is 5.67, which com
pares with 5.3 from Fig. 10(e), with the marker occur
ring 0.85 sec. before the stimulus termination.

A similar comparison can be made between the
k=2, n=6 partial-report results and the data of Fig. 7
to predict the number of items available in a hypothet
ical k=2, n=12 "marker-first" experiment. Using
the proportion perceived in the first two responses,
one obtains the value 7.08 items. From Fig. 9(e),
3.81 items available out of 6 were obtained from the
k= 2, n= 6 "marker-first" partial-report experiment,
which would give a value of 7.62 items available out
of 12. As one might expect, a higher value resulted
with n = 6 than with n = 12, perhaps due to greater spatial
interaction with n =12.

Spatial interaction may in part explain the lower
number of items available in these experiments as
compared to previously reported visual experiments.
The data presented here suggest that two or more
simultaneously presented air blasts at different spatial
locations on the fingers may mask one another, For
instance, for the whole-report sessions in Experiment
2 with n = 2, the estimated number of stimulus points
available was 1.8 positions. Yet, for the partial-report
sessions in Experiment 2, the estimated number of
stimulus points avatlable (averaged over subjects) was
never higher than 3.81 positions out of 6 (or 1.27 post
tions available out of 2), and this value occurred with
the marker 0.85 sec. before stimulus terminatton. In
both cases, the subject bad to report only two stimulus
positions; therefore, the reporting was not responsible
for the lower partial-reportperformance. Since the only
difference between the two cases was that only two
stimulus points were activated in the first case whereas
six were activated in the second, then there must have
been interference among the six stimulus points, causing
a decrement in accuracy of reporting over that with
only two stimulus points ,

Figures 9 and 10 show thattheaccuracyof the partial
report was superior to the whole report only when the
marker occurred within 0.8 sec. after stimulus termina
tion, When the partial-report marker occurred 2.0 sec.
after stimulus termination, the accuracy ofboth reports
was approximately equaI. Sperling reports similar
temporal results with visual stimuli. It appears, then,
that any hypothetical tactile short-term memory can be
no more than 0.8 sec. in duration.

The averaged partial-report curve for k=4 andn= 12
(Fig. 10(e) decreases more smoothly with increased
marker äelay than the corresponding curve for k = 2
and n=6 (Fig. 9(e». The reduced variability in the
first (Fig. 10(e» may be due to the fact that each data
point is based on the average performance of each of
four subjects in 132 trials, whereas each data point
in the second (Fig. 9 (e» is based on the average
performance of each of four subjects in only36 trials.2
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n

where H(S) is the stimulus entropy, I (S;R) is the infor
mation the response gives about the stimulus, and p is
the estimated proportion of stimulus positions per
ceived. This transformation of the average data in
Fig. 6(e) results in the curves shown in Fig. 11. The
curves of Fig. 11 indicate that the transmitted informa
tion is relatively independent of n, being about 6 bits
per presentation for a whole report and 7.5 bits per
presentation for a partial report. Thus, one is tenta
tively led to the conclusion that, at least with the amount
of training employed here, informationperpresentation
cannot be increased by constructing codes with high
values of n.

Finally, the results of this paper, combined with our
previous results (Bliss et al, 1966a and 1966b), suggest
that tactile information processing has some of the
characteristics accounted for in a model proposed
by Sperling (1963) for visual memory tasks, A short
terrn tactile memory with slightly greater storage
capacity than the span of immediate memory is indi
cated by the results of this paper. This short-term
memory appears to decay in less than 0.8 sec. The
results also suggest that overall performance is limited
by spatial interaction of the stimuli, except that, again,
we do not yet know the effects of longer training.

APPENDIX
A standard correction for guessing inpsychophysical

experiments assumes some probability correct due to
the sensory process under consideration, and if this

Fig. 11. Lower bound on transmitted Information as a function of
n. The partial-report curve is for zero marker delay; the dotted
curve is the information in the stimulus.

There appears to be a reduction in performance for
k = 2 andn = 6 when the marker immediately follows the
stimulus (O-sec. delay), The individual curves show this
effect moreclearly, particularly the curve for M4,
who was blind and received the tone marker , He re
ported that he was forced to pay less attention to the
stimulus when the marker followed immediately, in
order to distinguish which tone occurred. Theuseof the
tone marker did not, however, appea.r to reduce M4's
overall performance. In fact, his performance approxi
mated that of the sighted subjects in both whole- and
partial-report conditions, despite the fact that he re
ceived only tactile reinforcement while the sighted
subjects received both tactile and visual reinforcement,

The slight rise in parttal-z-eport performance for
k=2 and n=6, when the marker followed the stimulus
by 0.8 sec., may have been due to the subjects' choice
of strategy while awaiting the marker , A subject could
choose, for example, to pay equal attention to each of
the three rows, to attend to the same row, or to guess
which row would be specified and pay attention to that
row only. Sperling (1960) tried to illustrate the effect
on performance of switching from the first to the third
strategy. His subject RNS made this switch at marker
delays longer than 0.15 sec. His performance curve
shows a dip at 0.15 sec., followed by a rise at longer
marker delays, and Sperling attributes the dip to the
subject's failure to switch strategies at marker delays
of 0.15 sec. or shorter , The subjects showing the most
performance rise in the 0.8-sec. marker-delay condi
tion were M1 and M2. Subject M1 reported using the
third strategy and M2' the first and third strategies.
Subject M3' who reported that he paid equal attention
to the three rows throughout partial testing, showed the
least variable performance curve.

The results of the present experiments are relevant
to the construction of tactile codes for communication
using point stimulation of specific anatomical locations
as the information-bearing dimension. The data shown
in Figs. 3 and 6 suggest that a 90-percent individual
point or an 81-percent symbol accuracy could be ob
tained with a code using 2 out of 24 stimulus positions
to indicate a particular symbol out of an alphabet of
276 possible symbols , Similarly, a 70-percent individual
point or a 34-percent symbol accuracy should be obtained
with a 2024-symbol alphabet, each symbol conststing
of 3 out of 24 stimulus postttons,

The question arises whether or not more info rmation
could be transmitted per presentation if greater values
of n were used to make up the symbols . To overcome
the loss in accuracy, redundant codes could be used,
permitting error correctton,

While the calculation of information transmitted is
difficult if the particular confusion matrices obtained
are taken into account, a lower bound on the informa
tion transmitted can be easily obtained by assuming
that there is no stimulus-related information in the
errors. For this case the appropriate formulas are
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(I)

(2)

process fai/s, then the subject guesses from the avaU
able alternatives. Thus,

pIe) =p«I-p)g

where p(C) =probability eorrect
p = probahrhty correct by result of perception

alone
g= probability correct by guessing if sttrnulus

Is not percetved ,
If we have an estimate for g, we may solve for the

"true" value of perceiving or knowing the answer , p,
as folIows:

p (~) - 9
p = '------=-

1 - 9

In the present experiment the subject must make
mo re than one response on any one trtal , The accuracy
of each response may affect the guessing probabillties
on later responses in that trial for a large number of
models of the subject's behavior , The present method
oi estimattng p for each response represents a rela
tively severe correction, since, when the subject has
to guess, 11 is assumed that he guesses from all the
unreported positions. Therefore, the correcteddataare
probably lower bounds on the subject's performance.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the numberof stimulus
activated positions not yet correct1y reported at any
response on the trial are distributed in a uniform manner
across a11 unreported posrtlons,

Thus, the approprfate form of Eq. (2) is

i-I
n - ll! (correclon response il

p (correclon response i) __,-i_=_1'-- _
N - i + 1

i - 1
n - 1 p (correet on response j)

1 _ i = 1
N - 1.1

where

Pi =estimated probability correct by perception
on response nwnber i, 1::.i::.n

p (correct on response i) =uncorrected observed
value of proportion
correct on response
number i

n = nwnber of interjoint posJ.tions activated on each
trial

N= total nwnber of interjoint positions in possible
stimulus field, i.e., the population from which
the n are chosen on each trial.

Perception &< Psychopbyslcs, 1966. Vol. 1

Fina1ly, the corrected value for the estimated total
number of the n positions reported correcUy on each
trial ts obtained by summing the estimated Pi:
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